
 

Brianna Graves' global (ad)venture

Brianna Graves has set out to discover the true state of global advertising by packing her bags, taking her savings, and
getting on a plane. Travelling to six top ad agencies in six countries, including so far South Africa (where she spent a month
with Hunts at its Jozi, Cape Town and Durban offices) and Canada (where she joined TAXI), Graves is documenting her
experiences online at The Saturn Return Project. [video]
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Combining a love for travel and adventure with a curiosity into how advertising and marketing is evolving across the globe,
Graves is establishing an informal global network of ad execs sharing insights into global best practice and their local
markets. Bizcommunity.com caught up with her during the final couple of days of her stay in Canada.

Bizcommunity: You took on this project, which is quite substantial, and committed yourself to traveling to six
countries and agencies to find out what makes creative agencies tick in this time of industry wide change. What
drives you to do this, how are you financing it and how much work went into it before you headed off to your first
destination?
Brianna Graves: I sat down one day last fall and thought about what I love most and what makes me feel most alive. There
were three things: advertising, travel and writing. The idea for The Saturn Return Project grew out of that acknowledgement.

To dig a little deeper, I was (and continue to be) curious about how agencies across the world compete on the same global
stage, given all of the shifting underfoot, and the evolution in the digital space.

From the moment I thought of the idea, there was no turning back, but it took about six months to pull together an unyielding
list of details. There is one person on my staff (me), so if she doesn't do it, it doesn't get done and thus, she stays very
busy.
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And the answer to the million-dollar question is I am funding the project with every last penny of my hard-earned life
savings.

Biz: Did you have any preconceptions about the South African agency market that got turned on its head? 
Graves: Not necessarily turned on its head, but placed into context. Someone could explain to me from afar the challenges
of marketing and advertising in a country with such economic disparity and such diversity of language and culture. But
there are no words that can compare to seeing something with your own eyes, or experiencing what I was able to
experience in the month I visited.

Biz: What key industry insights did you glean from you stay in South Africa? 
Graves: Those who remained in South Africa over the past 17 years (as opposed to relocating to London or other
advertising hotspots) are very invested in the growth and prosperity of the country. They've worked hard to get the industry
to where it stands today and they are ready for, and deserving of, what's coming next. The "Big Ideas" and creativity are
there. So is a drive to represent SA well on the global stage. Pairing "the Big Idea" with that SA drive creates incredibly
impressive results.

For instance, who in the United States is going to climb up and wallpaper a billboard with worthless Zimbabwean money to
communicate an important message?

When that kind of passion collides with technological capability two years down the road, it's going to be phenomenal in
ways that we can't anticipate now, and I think the rest of the world is going to sit back when that happens and just say,
"Wow." SA is prepared to catapult through the next five years and I'm really excited to see that.

Biz: As somebody from the outside looking in, how divergent do you think are the Cape Town and Johannesburg
agencies scenes from one another? 
Graves: They were very different, and in fact, the way that individuals in both cities described themselves and each other
was true to the way I experienced them.

There was a fast-paced hum of energy in Johannesburg and a lot of excitement around The Saturn Return Project and
what I am doing. People were very forward in reaching out to connect with me, and I had some really inspiring
conversations about the industry with professionals based in Joburg.

Cape Town was much more laid-back and easy-going, both in and out of the office, and had a very optimistic creative vibe
throughout the city. I connected with fewer folks in Cape Town, but I had very valuable and meaningful conversations with
those I did meet.

Biz: Do you find that the big agencies here understand the extent to which digital (and specifically mobile) is
changing people's behaviour or do they find it hard to look past their love of TV? 
Graves: The big agencies absolutely understand the impact of digital and mobile, both in SA and worldwide. The problem is
that the infrastructure is not currently in place to support digital initiatives to their full potential. Nor is the audience.

When you can reach at least 75% of your population via television, at least from an awareness perspective, TV is not going
to lose its place in the budget or media plan any time soon. Likewise, when so little of your population is online and even
fewer trust the space enough to engage, you aren't going to throw a large portion of your budget online.

It's a bit of chicken and egg conundrum: people need to engage for brands to put money behind the medium, but brands
need to provide value and compelling reasons for people to engage in the digital space. As the infrastructure improves, so
will the initiatives that leverage it.

Likewise with mobile. If projections are true, and smartphone penetration in SA reaches 80% just three years from now,
you're going to see a different level of innovation and engagement than you ever have. Mobile penetration may be greater
than 100% at present, but there's only so much you can do with SMS and MXit.
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Biz: Did you find that SA agencies are quite aware of their own brands or is this something that seems to have
fallen to the wayside? 
Graves: I can only speak for those I was fortunate enough to interact with, and on their behalf, I'd say, yes, they are aware
of their own brands. I'd also wager that across the world the last thing an agency is able to think about is [its] own brand.
Client work and pitching new business always come first.

It's nice when an agency has specific personnel in place to tend to their own brand, but it's not always realistic. It doesn't
mean it's forgotten or that they are unaware; it means they have bills to pay.

Biz: You had an interesting post on the impact safety and (physical) security has on the kind of work we produce.
As an observer, how you think it impacts on the work produced in SA? 
Graves: It makes the work in SA simultaneously more practical and more risqué. As Damon Stapleton said to me, "In
places like Africa, a lot of people have problems to solve. And when you have problems to solve, you've got to be smart."

It's true. If the basics of daily life force you to be innovative, you're already operating on a different level than someone
whose everyday life is comfortable and challenge-free in comparison.

That's not to say you need to be concerned about your personal safety on a daily basis in order to produce great
advertising. It is to say that the work in SA uses simple but unorthodox solutions to address real social problems and client
issues with great results.

Biz: TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris vs TAXI - what do they have in common and where do they diverge? 
Graves: Both agencies share a deep passion for the industry and an understanding that no matter the new medium, the
change or the evolution, the basic tenets of advertising still must apply. They share a precedence of internationally-
recognised great work and a position as leaders within their own markets.

All roads led to or from "Hunts" throughout SA. Every city I visited and person I spoke with in the industry had a connection
to TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris in some way-- and not by design. TAXI has similarly lead the industry in Canada's major markets
and enjoyed tremendous growth over the past 10 years.

Professionals in both countries also have budget envy in common. To date, it hasn't mattered what city or country I'm in,
the budget is always greener (bigger) on the other side. When I was in Cape Town, it was bigger in Johannesburg. When I
was in Johannesburg, it was bigger in North America. In Canada, it's bigger in the States. And everyone feels handicapped
by their own "lack of budget."

Where do they differ? In their toolbelts. Canada has resources that SA doesn't have. Though the population is smaller in
Canada, [it has] an excellent broadband connection and a high smartphone penetration (higher than the US even) that
allows digital ideas to come to life.

The two agencies also differ in the day-to-day reality of their environments and cultures (see previous question) and thus,
the way they live their lives and approach their work.

But specifically in the realm of the advertising industry, I have found more similarities than differences in the two countries
and agencies I've visited to date.

Biz: If there is one thing you can see agencies in emerging economies such as ours need to learn from agencies in
developed economies and vice versa, what would that be? 
Graves: I think agencies in emerging countries might look to the west, or to more developed economies, too often as a
model. Things that work in developed countries might not work or resonate in emerging economies and it creates an
unhealthy sense of inadequacy. That may be motivating, but emerging economies will see the most success when they
make newly available tools and media work for their own culture and human networks.
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Agencies in developed countries could benefit from tapping in to the scrappy sense of hustle that you find in emerging
economies. There is a hunger in emerging economies to succeed and make a name which removes any place for
complacency and entitlement.

Either way, the more we communicate openly throughout the industry from country to country, and share both our
similarities and differences, we will all be able to improve our own work.

That's why I'm doing this project; I hope to instigate the kind of conversation that leverages the potential of collaboration in
our interconnected world, and encourages each of us to think outside our personal daily reality to learn from one another.

South African video interviews by Brianna Graves/The Saturn Return Project

Join the conversation! Touchdown: Johannesburg.



Industry insight: Advertising in Africa with Rick de Kock of
TBWA\Africa

Industry insight: Digital, ideas & inspiration
with Ivan Moroke of TBWA\South Africa

TBWA\ Africa operations director Rick de Kock speaks with Graves about the state and
the future of the advertising industry across Africa. He shares wisdom and insight on
potential for growth, use of new and social media and his predictions for what's to
come.

TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris group MD Ivan Moroke speaks with Graves
about the growth of digital, the importance of innovation and
disrupting convention, and the infinite value of the idea in the
advertising industry.



Industry insight: Creativity, technology
and Africa with Damon Stapleton of

TBWA\South Africa
Advertising in Cape Town

TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris ECD Damon Stapleton speaks with
Graves about creativity and the type of environment that
nurtures it, where technology meets Africa and the rate at
which the advertising industry is changing.

Creative professionals from TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris Cape Town share with Graves their take on
the new media, importance of the idea, the industry in Cape Town and what's next for the ad
industry in South Africa. The video features Siraaj, an art director; Dylan, a junior copywriter;
Kay, an account executive and Kelly, a traffic assistant.



Industry inspiration: Creativity, The Lab and Streetword.co.za Industry insight: Social media in Africa
with Reg Lascaris of TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris

Graves profiles TBWA\South Africa creative group head and copywriter Lesibane Mohale, who
introduces The Lab, an up-and-coming insights agency that hits the streets for the nuggets of
truth that help brands add value to consumers' lives, and also to Streetword, which finds SA's
hustlers and gives them a connection platform to take their ideas to the next level.

Reg Lascaris, regional president of TBWA\Africa and the
Middle East and founding partner of TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris,
speaks with Graves about the advantages and role of social
media in Africa and what to expect next on the continent.

Industry insight: Love what you do with
Kamogelo Sesing of TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris

Industry opinions: Damon Stapleton on The Saturn Return
Project

TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris creative group head Kamogelo Sesing
speaks with Graves about mentoring young creatives, the
leadership that paves the way at TBWA\Hunt\Lascaris and what
makes advertising in SA unique.

Stapleton, AdReview's Advertising Achiever of the Year and the man behind the most
internationally awarded campaign in history, shares his thoughts on The Saturn Return
Project with Graves. From what surprised him, to why it's relevant and what she will look
back and reflect on some day in the future.



Welcome to Room 13 South Africa
Graves profiles the schoolchildren of Room 13, St. Martins de Porres, in Soweto: "The epitome of beauty, hope, pride and promise, these children are both
inspiring and moving in their spirit and artwork." Learn more about the programme at www.room13.org.za.

Further videos, including some touring of SA and interviews with Canadian creatives, are available on The Saturn Return
Project YouTube channel.

Join the conversation at:

Blog: www.thesaturnreturnproject.com
Twitter: @SaturnProject
Facebook: www.facebook.com/TheSaturnReturnProject
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/SaturnReturnProject
Google News Search: Saturn Return ProjectTwitter Search: saturnproject OR "Saturn Return Project" OR "Brianna
Graves"

ABOUT HERMAN MANSON: @MARKLIVES

The inaugural Vodacom Social Media Journalist of the Year in 2011, Herman Manson (@marklives) is a business journalist and media commentator who edits industry news site
www.marklives.com. His writing has appeared in newspapers and magazines locally and abroad, including Bizcommunity.com. He also co-founded Brand magazine.
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